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Speciation is the underlying process that leads to formation of new species, and therefore 
is the basis of biodiversity. Genes involved in each stage of speciation, such as those 
involved in interspecies sterility, remain elusive. Male hybrid sterility and postzygotic 
isolation between Drosophila pseudoobscura and D. persimilis was examined in this 
study through backcrossing of female hybrids into each parental line (introgression), 
selecting for a sterile sperm phenotype, needle-eye sperm. Sperm phenotypes did not 
separate through backcrossing; instead, males presented with multiple sperm phenotypes. 
A relationship between the phenotypes observed and the potential genes involved was 
examined through whole genome sequencing and SNP analysis of the DNA of 20 
introgressed male hybrid samples. One finding was SNPs for hybrid sperm sterility were 
species specific. Also, sperm sterility and heteromorphism appear to be controlled by 
many loci. Further analysis of SNPs isolated in this study has the strong potential to 
identify candidates for loci involved in formation of needle-eye sperm, and postzygotic 









Summary for Lay Audience 
Speciation is the process of two populations of organisms of the same species evolving 
over time until they are unable to reproduce with each other. Some species have not 
completely separated, and are still able to create viable, but oftentimes sterile, hybrid 
offspring. A common example of hybrid sterility comes from horses and donkeys, who 
separated approximately 7.7-15 million years ago (Huang et al. 2015). When a male 
donkey and a female horse reproduce, they sire a mule. All male mules are sterile and 
most female mules are sterile. In rare cases female mules are fertile when mated to a 
horse or donkey (Savory 1970).  
Similar to horses and donkeys, the crossing of two species of fruit flies, 
Drosophila pseudoobscura and D. persimilis, produce all sterile male hybrids. However, 
in the case of these fruit flies, all female hybrids are fertile. These two species of fruit 
flies also diverged more recently, 0.55 million years ago. These sterile hybrid male fruit 
flies can still produce sperm, but these sperm are not able to fertilize female eggs to make 
more hybrids. Fruit flies are used because they are less expensive to maintain, have 
shorter life cycles, and can be in a tightly controlled environment. My research focused 
on genetic differences cause the male fruit flies to be sterile. Hybrids receive genetic 
material (DNA) from both parent species. The DNA of both fly species studied here is 
split into two pairs of five separate chromosomes, X/Y, 2, 3, 4, and dot. The pairs of each 
chromosome can interact with each other through proteins. Instead of ten separate 
assembly lines for proteins, pairs of chromosomes are connected to each other by 
networks integral to protein production and cell function. In hybrids, the chromosomes 




that might not be able to form proper pairs. The failure of some of these networks could 
be the basis of sterility. My study supported the species-specific differences in the pieces 
of the network contributing to hybrid sterility. This work can be continued to identify 
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Chapter 1  
1 Introduction 
When two species interbreed, the resulting hybrid offspring are often sterile and therefore 
unable to reproduce. Identifying the genetic basis of hybrid sterility (is not a new 
question. Much work has been done to understand how this mixture of DNA in a hybrid 
can result in hybrids unable to form more hybrids, even though the parent species were 
able to mate and fertilize an egg with sperm from a separate species (Coyne 1992; 
reviewed in Presgraves 2010; Turelli et al. 2001). Although extensive research has been 
done to understand the genetic basis of hybrid sterility, genes linked to sterility have only 
been found for some species (reviewed in Presgraves 2010), and in particular backcross 
generations, while first-generation sterility and the basis of sterility in other species pairs 
largely have no answer. Species pairs such as Drosophila pseudoobscura and D. 
persimilis are one such pair where much work has been done to understand why only 
male hybrids are sterile, yet the exact genes involved are still unknown (Dobzhansky 
1934; Machado et al. 2007; Noor et al. 2001). This thesis will be focusing on postzygotic 
isolation and explanations for heterogametic (two different sex chromosomes, e.g. XY) 
hybrid sterility. In particular, this thesis examines sperm heteromorphism (more than one 
sperm morph), its link to spermatogenesis, and how sperm heteromorphism is presented 
in male hybrids of Drosophila pseudoobscura and D. persimilis. 
1.1 Speciation 
The world’s biodiversity has been defined using multiple species concepts, with the most 
widely accepted being the biological species concept. According to this definition, a 




in: Mayr 1982). Both allopatric (geographic isolation of populations) and sympatric 
(without geographic isolation) speciation fall under the biological species concept. New 
species can be formed when one of these populations separates into two populations 
which, over time, becomes reproductively isolated, which is the process of speciation. 
Speciation allows for the vast biodiversity on Earth through the creation of new species 
while reproductive isolation maintains the separate lineages within this biodiversity.  
1.1.1 Speciation mechanisms 
Lack of interbreeding between two populations can occur due to pre- or postzygotic 
isolation, which occur before or after the fertilization of the zygote, respectively. For 
example, prezygotic isolation can come about due to temporal isolation where the 
populations mate at different times in the day (Muller 1942). If the populations no longer 
recognize each other as suitable mates, gene flow will decrease between the populations. 
There are several modes of speciation that fall under prezygotic or postzygotic isolation. 
Prezygotic isolation occurs when two populations are unable to form zygotes (Turelli et 
al. 2001). These cases involve species that may be isolated by temporal, geographical, 
mechanical, gametic, and behavioral mechanisms (Turelli et al. 2001). Compared to 
postzygotic isolation, where two populations can form hybrid zygotes, prezygotic 
isolation is considered to result in less gene flow because of the lack of mating between 
species and therefore less genetic recombination in offspring. The smaller amount of 
gene flow resulting from prezygotic isolation therefore serves to maintain a stronger 
genetic barrier between species. Although hybrids can be formed during postzygotic 
isolation, they are usually sterile or inviable (die before reproductive age; Turelli et al. 




inviability are genetic, such as Dobzhansky-Muller incompatibilities (Turelli et al. 2001). 
Postzygotic isolation could be extrinsic (Turelli et al. 2001), where the environment 
influences hybrid fitness, such as a hybrid that is not fit in either parent species 
environments.  
My thesis focuses on postzygotic isolation, where two species will mate but the 
hybrid formed between them is inviable or sterile. Although there is evidence for genetic 
incompatibilities underlying heterogametic hybrid sterility, the specific genes involved in 
most cases remain elusive (e.g., Civetta, 2016; Storchova et al. 2004). The two 
Drosophila species used in my thesis, D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis, were chosen 
for this study not only because of their male hybrid sterility, but also because they 
produce heteromorphic sperm consisting of fertilizing and non-fertilizing sperm. The 
production of multiple sperm types within one ejaculate (heteromorphism) has been 
noted in other species but this reproductive trait is poorly understood (Till-Bottraud et al. 
2005). For example, genes responsible for sperm heteromorphism (more than one type of 
sperm) are unknown for Drosophila pseudoobscura and D. persimilis, although regions 
in the chromosomes have been narrowed down through quantitative trait loci (QTL) 
mapping (Machado et al. 2007; Noor et al. 2001). Therefore, this species pair was used to 
investigate genes for both hybrid sterility and sperm heteromorphism.  
1.1.2 Postzygotic isolation: Hybrid sterility 
The inability to bear offspring or produce viable gametes is known as sterility. For 
females, this could be improper formation of eggs (Erdelyi and Szabad 1998), or 
abnormalities with reproductive organs (Sun and Spradling 2013). Immotile sperm, 




sterility (Dobzhansky 1934; Pilder et al. 1997). When the hybrids formed between two 
populations are sterile, known as hybrid sterility, a barrier to gene flow is present. 
Without gene flow between them, populations are genetically isolated (Ehrman 1962), 
and their respective alleles can evolve along separate evolutionary paths. 
Identifying the genetic basis of hybrid sterility can give understanding to the 
process of speciation. For separate species to be able to make viable hybrids, the two 
species must first recognize each other as potential mates, successfully mate and fuse egg 
and sperm, and then have the gene from the two lineages able to interact and function 
within the resulting hybrid. Species pairs with longer divergence time are more likely to 
make inviable hybrids or are unable to produce zygotes at all (Orr 1995; Turelli et al. 
2001). There are questions as to how much genetic change is likely to result in speciation, 
hybrid sterility, hybrid inviability, or gametic incompatibility. The Drosophila genus 
offers great opportunities for speciation studies due to the species within this genus 
generally having a short generation time, the availability of different species pairs 
spanning a range of divergence times, and fully sequenced genomes for multiple species 
(Hales et al. 2015).  
Several theoretical models have been used to help explain hybrid sterility and 
inviability (discussed further below). Haldane’s rule was proposed to explain why hybrid 
sterility and inviabilityare more often present in the heterogametic sex (Haldane 1922). 
This model was expanded upon multiple times as genetic information became more 
accessible. The Bateson-Dobzhansky-Muller (BDM) model is one such case, where the 




gene/protein interactions are for cell function helped explain hybrid sterility from a 
molecular level (Bateson 1909; Dobzhansky 1937; Muller 1940, 1942).  
1.1.3 Hybrid sterility and Haldane’s rule 
According to the BDM model, genetic differences accumulate in two populations who 
come from a common ancestor (Bateson 1909; Dobzhansky 1937; Muller 1940, 1942). 
Alleles can mutate, duplicate, or be deleted over time in a population. New alleles can 
accumulate in each population, and alleles that were in common between the two 
populations can be lost, resulting in divergence at the DNA level. The lack of gene flow 
due to geographic isolation in combination with these genetic changes allows a 
population to become distinct from other populations of the same or closely related 
species. The different alleles within each genome function properly in their own genetic 
background but may be incompatible with the other population’s genetic backgrounds. 
The variations in allele content and their incompatibility can become apparent when the 
two species’ genomes come together in hybrids and cause abnormalities, like reduced 
growth rates (McDaniel et al. 2008). In a hybrid, the novel alleles can have negative 
genetic interactions with the other genetic background or can be missing genetic 
interactors from the same genetic background. The reduced fitness of hybrids can 
subsequently act as a selective pressure for against of interspecies mating. Genetic 
divergence that causes reproductive isolation via the reduced fitness of hybrid offspring 
can therefore further reinforce gene flow barriers between species, increasing genetic 
divergence and further reducing fitness in hybrids (Ayala et al. 1974). 
There are many instances where only one hybrid sex is sterile (Davis et al. 2015; 




is the heterogametic (XY or ZW) sex, a phenomenon known as Haldane’s rule (Haldane 
1922). This curious observation of lowered heterogametic hybrid fitness could not be 
explained solely by improper interactions between the X (or Z) chromosome of one 
species and the Y (or W) chromosome of another species because of instances where 
Haldane’s rule is observed in haplodiploid systems in the hemizygous sex (Koevoets and 
Beukeboom 2009). It also is not due to a particular sensitivity of male spermatogenesis, 
as ZW females are sterile and ZZ males are fertile (Haldane 1922; Laurie 1997).  
The dominance theory was formulated to help explain the trend of unidirectional 
hybrid sterility in the heterogametic sex in Haldane’s rule (Orr 1993). The BDM model 
explains how genes can diverge in separate lineages and lead to deleterious interactions 
when they come together (Bateson 1909; Dobzhansky 1937; Muller 1940, 1942). The 
BDM model also argues that one of the interacting alleles would need to be dominant in 
order to see an incompatibility in a first-generation hybrid. The Dominance model 
expands upon the BDM model in order to explain how dominance interactions can cause 
a disproportionate effect in the heterogametic sex (Turelli and Orr 1995). In this model, a 
recessive allele on the sex chromosome has a deleterious interaction with a dominant 
allele on an autosome. If the allele on the X chromosome is recessive, the negative effects 
would not be seen in female hybrids who are XX because recessive X-linked alleles from 
one species are masked by the dominant X-linked alleles of the other species (Figure 1). 
However, males, who are hemizygous for the X chromosome, will show the negative 
effects of interactions between alleles on the X chromosome and dominant autosomal 





Figure 1 Dominance model representation of genetic incompatibility in male 
hybrids. Black represents chromosomes from one species and blue represents 
chromosomes from a different species. The ancestral species alleles were AABB. After 
the two populations split, the black species had ‘b’ rise to fixation (AAbb) and the blue 
species had ‘a’ reach fixation (aaBB). On the left is a female hybrid with interactions 
taking place between alleles on the X and autosome for each species chromosomes 
present. On the right is a male hybrid where the interaction between alleles from the blue 
species chromosome cannot take place.  
 
There are few empirical examples where the genes underlying the dominance model 
have been identified. Those that have been identified contribute to the postzygotic barrier 
of hybrid inviability. For example, when Drosophila melanogaster females mate with D. 
simulans males, no sons are produced (Lachaise et al. 1986; Sturtevant 1920). The 
recessive gene Hybrid male rescue (Hmr) from the X chromosome of D. melanogaster 
and the dominant gene Lethal hybrid rescue (Lhr) from chromosome 2 of D. simulans 
have a negative interaction in hybrids (Brideau et al. 2006). In pure species D. 




centromere, an interaction that is affected by the dosage of each protein (Thomae et al. 
2013). Hmr in D. melanogaster (Hmrmel) is expressed at much higher levels than D. 
simulans (Hmrsim), while the reverse is true for Lhr, which has higher expression in D. 
simulans (Lhrsim; Thomae et al. 2013). Male hybrids bearing a Hmrmel and a D. simulans 
Lhr therefore have much higher expression of both proteins. Although LHR from D. 
simulans still binds to D. melanogaster HMR in hybrids, the shift in amount of protein 
expression results in an improper interaction between the two components. The higher 
level of HMR/LHR complex results in binding of the complex to abnormal areas of the 
chromosome, affecting transcription in those areas. If one of these particular alleles of 
two genes are mutated, there is a rescue of male hybrid viability (Hutter et al. 1990). 
Hmrmel is a dosage compensatory gene, which results in higher expression in males 
because they only have expression from the Hmrmel whose expression is higher than 
Hmrsim. Because of this, there are higher levels of HMR in hybrid males than there are in 
hybrid females (Thomae et al. 2013). It is thought that this higher excess of HMR/LHR 
complex in hybrid males compared to hybrid females is the reason for the greater effect 
on male inviability, explaining the Haldane’s rule effect of this gene combination. This 
imbalance of complex quantity also helps explain why male hybrids with Hmrsim and 
Lhrmel are viable due to there being lower expression of these orthologs (Thomae et al. 
2013). This example shows how genes and their functions can evolve separately in two 
species, and the resulting species isolation through hybrid inviability can arise through 




1.1.4 Genetic basis of hybrid sterility in Drosophila 
One of the primary model systems used to study the genetic basis of hybrid sterility is 
the genus Drosophila (Coyne and Orr 1989; Coyne and Orr 1997; Orr and Presgraves, 
2000). Drosophila species have been used in empirical studies that have informed 
theoretical models for the genetic basis of postzygotic isolation (Dobzhansky 1934; 
Koopman 1950; Orr and Presgraves 2000). Drosophila’s short generation time allows for 
the observation of many individuals from different generations. There are also multiple 
species that can pair and form viable hybrids. These hybrids have been studied as to why 
they are fertile, sterile, or why parent of origin influences the viability and fertility of 
offspring (Bayes and Malik 2009; Civetta and Singh 1995; Coyne 1985; Palopi and Wu 
1994; Phadnis and Orr 2009; Phadnis 2011; Ting et al. 1998; Wu and Davis 1993). 
Hybrid sterility studies using Drosophila species have tried to identify what at the 
molecular level causes reproductive failure in hybrids (Bayes and Malik 2009; Orr and 
Irving 2001; Phadnis and Orr 2009). Fully sequenced genomes for multiple fruit fly 
species aid in determining which genetic variants cause sterility in interspecies hybrids 
(Myers et al. 2000; Hahn et al. 2007).   
1.1.4.1 D. simulans and D. mauritiana 
The genetic basis of male hybrid sterility has been well-studied in the closely related 
species pair D. simulans and D. mauritiana (Figure 2; Bayes and Malik 2009; Ting et al. 
1998). The X-linked gene Odysseus-site Homeobox (OsdH) affects hybrid sterility 
between these two species. The satellite-DNA binding protein produced by OdsH differs 
in abundance and localization during spermatogenesis between the two Drosophila 




chromosome in D. mauritiana compared to D. simulans (Bayes and Malik 2009), and this 
difference could be an intrinsic postzygotic isolating mechanism. Male hybrid sterility 
could be caused by the gain of function of decondensation of the D. simulans Y 
chromosome through the interaction with D. mauritiana OsdH.  
To understand the role of species-specific genes in hybrid sterility, researchers 
often use particular mating paradigms to cross genetic material from one species into the 
genetic background of the other species. Introgression consists of crossing viable inter-
species hybrid individuals back with one of the parental species, for several generations 
(Harrison and Larson 2014). One study performed introgression followed by assays of 
gene expression on the resulting sterile vs. fertile males. They found that introgressed 
sterile males had D. mauritiana OsdH, while fertile males had D. simulans OsdH. 
Further, introgressed OsdH from D. mauritiana into the D. simulans genetic background 
led to misexpression of 14% of autosomal genes that are normally expressed in the testes 
of D. simulans males (Lu et al. 2010). The abnormal expression of OsdH, which is 
expressed in the beginning stages of spermatogenesis, affects the autosomal genes 
responsible for the later stages of spermatogenesis and results in hybrid sterility when 
there is a mismatch between OdsH and the autosomes. Interestingly, both OsdH and 
HMR cause sterility through genetic conflict between genes on the X chromosome and 
genes on other chromosomes, and both repress satellite DNA expression. The repetitive 
elements associated with satellite sequences may therefore have a deeper connection to 





Figure 2 Partial phylogenetic tree of Drosophila species. The lines do not indicate time 
since divergence, instead they indicate only a divergence occurrence. Members of the 
obscura group and melanogaster group are represented (figure adapted from: Jezovit et 
al. 2017). 
1.1.4.2 D. pseudoobscura pseudoobscura and D. p. bogotana. 
Another gene linked to hybrid sterility in Drosophila is Overdrive (Orr and Irving 
2001; Orr and Irving 2005; Phadnis and Orr 2009; Phadnis 2011), which affects hybrids 
between the subspecies Drosophila pseudoobscura and D. pseudoobscura bogotana. The 
Overdrive gene evolves at a fast rate, is within the inverted region of the X chromosome, 
and is expressed in the testes (Noor et al. 2007; Phadnis and Orr 2009). Overdrive has a 
large effect on hybrid sterility and has dominant interactors on the second and third 
chromosome, but each interactor individually has a small effect on sterility (Phadnis 




of hybrid sterility, but it does not support the Dominance model because Overdrive does 
not induce sterility in females when homozygous (Phadnis and Orr 2009).  
The Overdrive gene also affects segregation distortion (also called ‘meiotic 
drive’) in hybrid. This is when there is abnormal segregation of particular chromosomes 
during meiosis, and can be observed as a skew in the sex ratio of offspring when it is the 
sex chromosomes that are affected. Hybrid males who become weakly fertile after aging, 
and when mated with females from either pure species or with hybrid females produce 
almost entirely female offspring (Orr and Irving 2005). Overdrive was found to be part of 
this distortion along with interactors on the 2nd and 3rd chromosome, separate from the 
interactors linked to male hybrid sterility (Phadnis 2011). Sex chromosome segregation 
distortion, rather than male offspring lethality, is the likely cause of the high proportion 
of female offspring (Orr and Irving 2005). The molecular interaction that takes place 
between Overdrive and its partners is still not clear for both sterility and segregation 
distortion.  
1.2 The species pair D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis 
The species pair Drosophila pseudoobscura and D. persimilis have been used as a model 
for hybrid sterility because they are easy to rear in the laboratory and form sterile male 
hybrids but fertile female hybrids. The presence of fertile female hybrids allows for 
recombinants to be produced from hybrids, which is very useful for finding genetic loci 
linked to sterility (e.g. Machado et al. 2007; Noor et al. 2001). These closely-related 
species diverged about 0.55 million years ago (Wang et al. 1997). Their initial divergence 
occurred allopatrically (geographic isolation), but some populations of these species now 




hybrids in the wild, although the occurrence of hybrids is infrequent and male hybrids are 
sterile (Dobzhansky 1973; Noor et al. 2001). Females of the two species are 
morphologically almost identical, with exception that males of the two species differ in 
the shape of their external genitalia (Rizki 1951). 
1.2.1 Genomes 
 Both D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis have sequenced genomes. The two 
species have five chromosomes: X, Y, two, three, four, and the dot chromosomes (the 
fifth). These two species are genetically separated by multiple inversions on different 
chromosomes. These inversions restrict gene flow in the area of the inversions and the 
surrounding area (Machado et al. 2007). Inversions on the top and bottom arms of the X 
chromosome and on the second chromosome show higher amounts of divergence than 
elsewhere on those chromosomes (Noor et al. 2007). In the case of D. persimilis, there is 
a lower number of polymorphisms in the 2nd chromosome inversion compared to the 2nd 
chromosome of D. pseudoobscura, and it is thought this inversion is fixed (Machado et 
al. 2007; Noor et al. 2007). There is an inversion on the third chromosome, but the 
divergence in this inversion between D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis is lower than 
the divergence in sequence in inversions on the X and second chromosomes (Noor et al. 
2007). 
1.2.2 Heteromorphic sperm in D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis 
Something unique about this species group is that males of both parental species 
produce heteromorphic sperm, which are sperm of different shapes or sizes produced at 
the same time (Pitnick et al. 2008). Indeed, in the genus Drosophila, only the obscura and 




produce a longer fertile sperm morph, called eusperm, and a shorter non-fertile sperm 
morph, called parasperm (Holman et al. 2008; Holman & Snook, 2008; Moore et al. 
2013; Snook et al. 1994). The different sperm morphs are usually characterized by the 
difference in length between eusperm and parasperm (Joly and Lachaise 1994; Snook 
1997). Not only are there differences in the total length of the sperm, but there are also 
differences in both head and tail length between eusperm and parasperm (Snook 1997; 
Alpern et al. 2019). Recently, two parasperm morphs in D. pseudoobscura were 
characterized, parasperm 1 and parasperm 2 (Alpern et al. 2019). 
While it was previously thought that there was only one parasperm morph with 
variation in size (Snook 1997), two parasperm morphs in D. pseudoobscura were recently 
characterized: parasperm 1 and parasperm 2. The length of eusperm for D. persimilis and 
D. pseudoobscura is about 300 m, while parasperm 1 is about 55 m and parasperm 2 is 
about 100 m (Snook 1997; Alpern et al. 2019). This length difference is mostly caused 
by sperm tail length, since the nucleus lengths are approximately 30 m, 15 m, and 10 
m for eusperm, parasperm 2, and parasperm 1 respectively. Note that the heads of 
eusperm and parasperm contain the same amount of genetic content, but parasperm heads 
are a fraction of the size of eusperm heads. There is evidence that the parasperm in these 
species groups do not serve as just a ‘cheap filler’ in the ejaculate, but aid in sperm 
competition and protecting eusperm from female spermicides present in the female 
reproductive tract (Alpern et al. 2019). Specifically, parasperm 2 was seen in higher 
proportions when male competition was perceived by the copulating males, whereas both 
types of parasperm were positively correlated with eusperm survival in the presence of 




1.2.3 Spermatogenesis in D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis 
Spermatogenesis is the cellular process that results in the production of sperm cells. To 
be more specific, spermatogenesis is the development of mature spermatozoa from 
germline stem cells through meiosis and mitosis (Fuller 1993). There are multiple stages 
to this process and what happens at each stage is species specific. For example, the 
number of mitotic divisions and the total number of sperm produced can differ among 
species (Dobzhansky 1934).  
Spermatogenesis starts and ends in the testes of Drosophila pseudoobscura and D. 
persimilis (Dobzhansky 1934; Fuller 1993). To begin, germ-line stem cells divide and 
differentiate into primary spermatogonial cells (Fuller 1993). Following this is five 
mitotic divisions, meiosis, elongation, and individualization (Dobzhansky 1934). At the 
apical end of the testes, a germ-line stem cell enters mitosis and becomes a primary 
spermatogonial cell (Fuller 1993). This primary spermatogonial cell separates from the 
hub where germ-line stem cells reside and is enclosed by two cyst cells. This enclosure, 
or capsule will surround the sperm during spermatogenesis (Fuller 1993). Now known as 
the secondary spermatogonia, the spermatogonial cell in the cyst undergoes five mitotic 
divisions, resulting in 32 primary spermatocytes, unlike D. melanogaster’s four mitotic 
divisions (Dobzhansky 1934, Fuller 1993). At this stage, primary spermatocytes grow in 
size and replicate mitochondria (Dobzhansky 1934). DNA also replicates at this time as 
the cells continue to the premeiotic S phase and many of the genes are transcribed in 
preparation for differentiation after meiosis (Fuller 1993).   
 Mature primary spermatocytes enter meiosis and some of the steps in Drosophila 




do not cross over for some Drosophila (Larracuente et al. 2010). In Drosophila 
pseudoobscura and D. persimilis the only region of homology between the two 
chromosomes are intergenic spacer regions (IGS). This differs from D. melanogaster, 
whom has both rRNA regions and IGS on the X and Y used for pairing during meiosis 
(Fuller 1993). A difference to canonical meiosis is that the nuclear membrane is not 
disintegrated (Dobzhansky 1934; Fuller 1993). Mitochondria of D. pseudoobscura align 
outside of the nucleus on either side to allow for equal separation. Chromosomes are 
attached to spindle fibers and separated to either side of the nucleus and the nucleus is 
pinched into two. The primary spermatocytes partially separate but a cytoplasmic bridge 
remains, connecting the now secondary spermatocytes (Dobzhansky 1934; Fuller 1993). 
Meiosis II follows with the separation of sister chromatids and another partial cell 
division, keeping the cytoplasm bridges intact and resulting in 128 spermatids. 
 Spermatids then reorganize mitochondria, assemble the axoneme, and begin 
elongation and individualization (Fuller 1993). The axoneme attaches to the nucleus of 
the spermatid. At this point the flagellar axoneme grows, allowing for the tail extend 
from this. During tail elongation, mitochondria are incorporated into the axoneme and 
tail. The nucleus of the spermatid elongates into a thin rod shape, which becomes the 
head of the sperm. Chromatin condenses during this stage, and the nucleus loses some of 
its volume, allowing for the slender rod head (which can be seen in Figure 3 - Fuller 
1993). In order to condense, histones are removed from DNA and replaced with 
protamines, which functions as a DNA-binding protein is to more highly condense 
chromatin to fit into the nucleus of the sperm (reviewed in: Kanippayoor et al. 2013). 




pseudoobscura and D. persimilis. Before this stage however, the eusperm and parasperm 
have not been distinguished from each other (Njogu et al. 2010). Spermatid individualize 
as the cytoplasmic bridges connecting each spermatid move down the length of the 
bundle. A bulge is formed as cytoplasm is removed from the spermatids and removed as 
waste. Each membrane can then cover the spermatid as its own sperm plasma membrane. 
Sperm tails are coiled, and mature sperm are ready for fertilization (Fuller 1993).  
Because eusperm and parasperm develop in separate bundles, the mechanism(s) 
controlling this differentiation in phenotype must occur early on in spermatogenesis. 
What these developmental triggers are for two sperm morphs are still unknown, but 
knowing that the triggers affect an entire sperm bundle gives a clue as to when in 
spermatogenesis to search for a difference in gene expression, with a likely cellular stage 
being in primary spermatogonium. 
1.2.4 Errors in spermatogenesis leading to sterility 
Genes leading to sterility in D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis hybrids are still 
unknown but there are candidate genes in other species that could lead to sterility in these 
hybrids. For example, the previously mentioned mutation to OdsH can lead to premeiotic 
failures in spermatogenesis in the interspecies hybrids of D. mauritiana and D. simulans 
(Bayes and Malik 2009). Genetic studies in hybrids are difficult, with few individual 
sterility loci identified, and so a richer source of candidate loci is needed to look at what 
causes spermatogenic failures within a species. Some insight can be gleaned from studies 
of the species D. melanogaster, a heavily-used model genetic organism, and a relative of 




The D. melanogaster recessive gene rae1, when mutated, leads to errors in male 
meiosis and spermatogenesis (Volpi et al. 2013). This gene is recessive and on the second 
chromosome of D. melanogaster. Flies with mutant rae1 have errors in multiple 
spermatogenesis stages, including abnormal nuclei formation in primary spermatocytes, 
nonuniform nuclei and mitochondria in post-meiotic spermatids, and improper spermatid 
differentiation. During meiosis, chromosomes do not completely condense having a 
significant reduction in histone H3 phosphorylated at serine 10, chromatin shows 
improper alignment, and there are nondisjunction and chromatin bridges (Volpi et al. 
2013). Although these sperm have issues during meiosis, the sperm are able to elongate, 
similarly to what is seen in sterile male hybrids from D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis. 
Improper segregation and chromatin bridges are also observed in these hybrids, so it is 
possible that rae1 is also involved in the sterile sperm phenotype for D. pseudoobscura / 
D. persimilis hybrids (Kanippayoor 2017). 
Errors leading to sterility can also happen as late as the differentiation stage after 
spermatid elongation. For example, a loss of function mutation to D. melanogaster 
PFTAIRE interacting factor 1A (Pif1A) causes a disruption of the removal of cytoplasmic 
bridges and unneeded cytoplasmic components (Yuan et al. 2019). Male D. melanogaster 
with this mutation are sterile because of the post-meiotic effect of incomplete 
individualization has on the sperm (Yuan et al. 2019). This gene is a homolog to a human 
spermatogenesis gene, CCDC157, that has been linked to human male sterility (Reinke et 
al. 2013). Reduced number of sperm and what is thought to be incomplete separation of 
sperm in D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis hybrids could be accounted for by a 




genes for human spermatogenesis whose homologues in Drosophila can be compared to 
the human counterpart to see how similar their function is (Fuller 1993). Even though 
there are differences in spermatogenesis between humans and Drosophila (Kanippayoor 
et al. 2013), human CCDC157 and Drosophila Pif1A are similar in 3D structure and both 
have higher transcription in the testes compared to other cells in the body (Yuan et al. 
2019).  
1.3 Genetic basis of D. pseudoobscura/ D. persimilis hybrid 
sterility 
The genomes of D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis differ by five inversions. There is no 
successful crossover between inverted regions of the two species’ genomes in the hybrid 
genome (Machado et al. 2007). The lack of gene flow in these inverted areas allows for 
the opportunity for alleles to diverge separately in D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis. 
These inverted regions, therefore, harbor polymorphisms specific to one species because 
there is no gene flow within the inverted regions between the two species. Perhaps not 
surprisingly, the inverted regions of the genome harbor candidate hybrid sterility genes.  
1.3.1 Cellular characterization of sterility in D. pseudoobscura and 
D. persimilis 
An abnormal sperm phenotype is seen in the hybrids of multiple species pairs, including 
D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis (Kanippayoor 2017; Kanippayoor et al. 2020). 
Sterile hybrid sperm are non-motile and distinguished by a hole in the head of the sperm, 






Individuals with this sperm phenotype were found to have half the normal amount 
of sperm per sperm bundle and two tails per sperm, indicating an error in 
spermatogenesis. Having two tails would impede the ability of these “needle-eye sperm” 
to participate in fertilization (Tokuyasu 1974). What is not known about this hybrid 
sterility phenotype is what gene(s) are causing improper sperm formation in hybrids. 
(b) (a) 
Figure 3 Illustration of sperm head phenotypes and microscope image of NE 
sperm. (a) Cartoon of sperm head morphologies. P1 is parasperm 1 (55m), P2 
is parasperm 2 (100 m), and Eu is eusperm (300 m). Two morphologies are 
shown for each: needle-eye (NE; top) and wt (bottom). (b): Image of sperm heads 
from a hybrid (second backcross) male from the D. pseudoobscura female and D. 
persimilis male cross at 100X magnification. The white arrows point to a NE 
sperm head. Wild-type eusperm and parasperm do not have this hole or “eye” 




1.3.2 Cellular basis of sterility in other species pairs  
Defects in spermatogenesis leading to male sterility in Drosophila can be observed at 
various stages in spermatogenesis, as discussed above. It is unknown if one cellular 
mechanism, affecting many stages, or if many different cellular mechanisms cause 
sterility. What is similar between some of these examples is the testes-specific expression 
of sterility-associated genes (Bayes and Malik 2009; Noor et al. 2007; Phadnis and Orr 
2009; Yuan et al. 2019). The testes-specific expression of sterility-associated genes is 
also seen in mammals. The Prdm9 gene in hybrid mice, which is only expressed in the 
testes linked to sterility and spermatogenesis dysfunction (Mihola et al. 2009; Nishino et 
al. 2019). What is also similar between mice and Drosophila is the nondisjunction of 
chromosomes during meiosis of spermatogenesis (Nishino et al. 2019; Volpi et al. 2013). 
Another study in mosquito hybrids found nondisjunction in hybrid sperm (Liang and 
Sharakhov 2019). The testes on these male mosquito hybrids were underdeveloped and 
sperm did not mature properly due to nondisjunction and chromatin condensation failure, 
resulting in large spermatids with two times as much chromosome content. Although the 
genes leading to this are likely not the same, this mechanism leading to sterility may be 
shared.  
1.4 Sperm heteromorphism  
Something unique about this species group is that males of both species produce 
heteromorphic sperm, which are sperm of different shapes or sizes produced at the same 
time (Pitnick et al. 2008). Sperm heteromorphism has evolved independently multiple 
times in separate taxa. Sperm heteromorphism has been noted in crustaceans, mollusks, 




heteromorphism, relatives within the same genus do not present with sperm 
heteromorphism. Indeed, in the genus Drosophila, only the obscura and affinis groups 
contain species that have sperm heteromorphism. For example, male D. melanogaster 
produce one type of sperm, which is used to fertilize eggs, while its relative D. 
pseudoobscura, produces three types of sperm.  
 In some cases, there is a fertilizing sperm type and a non-fertilizing sperm type, as 
in D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis. How similar or different the non-fertilizing sperm 
are to the fertilizing sperm depends on the species. In some cases, like lepidopteran 
species, the non-fertilizing sperm is anucleated, lacking a nucleus (Lai-Fook 1982). Other 
organisms have nucleated non-fertilizing and fertilizing sperm morphs (Pasini et al. 
1996). If a non-fertile sperm morph evolved multiple times, it must be providing a 
reproductive benefit to males. It has been proposed that the benefit stems from sperm 
competition with other males (Alpern 2013; Alpern et al. 2019). So far, genes or gene 
expression that allows multiple sperm morphs remains elusive for Drosophila. 
Drosophila pseudoobscura and D. persimilis males produce a longer fertile sperm 
morph, called eusperm, and a shorter non-fertile sperm morph, called parasperm (Holman 
et al. 2008; Holman & Snook, 2008; Moore et al. 2013; Snook et al. 1994). The different 
sperm morphs are usually characterized by the difference in length between eusperm and 
parasperm (Joly and Lachaise 1994; Snook 1997). Not only are there differences in the 
total length of the sperm, but there are also differences in both head and tail length 




Recently, paraspem was found to be two separate parasperm morphs in D. 
pseudoobscura, parasperm 1 and parasperm 2 (Alpern et al. 2019). The length of 
eusperm for D. persimilis and D. pseudoobscura is about 300 mm, while parasperm 1 is 
about 55 mm and parasperm 2 is about 100 mm (Snook 1997; Alpern et al. 2019). This 
length difference is mostly caused by sperm tail length, since the nucleus lengths are 
approximately 30 mm, 15 mm, and 10 mm for eusperm, parasperm 2, and parasperm 1 
respectively. Note that the heads of eusperm and parasperm contain the same amount of 
genetic content, but parasperm heads are a fraction of the size of eusperm heads. There is 
evidence that the parasperm in these species groups do not serve as just a ‘cheap filler’ in 
the ejaculate, but aid in sperm competition and protecting eusperm from female 
spermicides present in the female reproductive tract (Alpern et al. 2019). Specifically, 
parasperm 2 was seen in higher proportions when male competition was perceived by the 
copulating males, whereas both types of parasperm were positively correlated with 
eusperm survival in the presence of female reproductive tract proteins (Holman and 
Snook 2008; Alpern et al. 2019). 
1.4.1 Evolutionary drives for sperm heteromorphism 
Multiple studies have examined how heteromorphic sperm might enhance male fitness. 
One theory is that parasperm are produced to provide protection to eusperm against the 
female reproductive tract proteins (Holman and Snook 2008). The female reproductive 
tract produces spermicides, as is the case for D. pseudoobscura females. More eusperm 
survive D. pseudoobscura female reproductive tract proteins when more parasperm are 




Alpern et al. 2019). This could suggest that of parasperm allow eusperm to have better 
chances of surviving and fertilizing eggs.  
Another purpose of parasperm may be to provide an advantage in male-male 
sperm competition. Parasperm could be used to physically block or displace the sperm of 
other males, so the eusperm has greater odds of fertilizing the available eggs. After 
comparing D. pseudoobscura parasperm and eusperm quantities after exposure to other 
males, parasperm 2 proportion was altered based on male competitive environment as 
well as eusperm proportion (Alpern 2013; Alpern et al. 2019). Thus, it seems likely that 
parasperm can provide multiple advantages to males, but this question needs further 
investigation for D. pseudooscura and other species with heteromorphic sperm. 
1.5 Overview of Thesis 
The focus of this thesis was to identify the genetic basis of both sperm heteromorphism 
and hybrid sterility in D. persimilis and D. pseudoobscura. Comparisons of whole 
genome sequencing data of introgressed lines were used to find single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs, single base change in DNA) associated with sperm 
heteromorphism and sterility.  
Two hypotheses, and predictions, were formed, one for sterility and one for 
heteromorphism: 
1. Alleles associated with sterility are more commonly found in sterile than in 
fertile introgressed hybrid males. If introgressed parental alleles (single nucleotide 
polymorphisms) are more frequent in the sterile hybrid males than in fertile hybrid males, 




2. Loci associated with sperm morph determination are more commonly found in 
introgressed males with a specifc sperm morph (e.g. eusperm) having a needle-eye 
phenotype than males with a different sperm morph (ex. parasperm). If introgressed 
parental alleles (single nucleotide polymorphisms) are more frequent in the males with 
one sperm morph having a needle-eye (NE) phenotype, then those SNPs are in loci 
associated with that sperm morph. 
I examined the genetic basis of hybrid sterility and sperm heteromorphism 
between D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis by isolating SNPs associated with either the 
sterile NE phenotype or the wild-type phenotype. I repeatedly backcrossed hybrids of 
each species in order to introgress genomic regions from one species into the genetic 
background of the other species. I first backcrossed (BC) female hybrids into two genetic 
backgrounds, D. pseudoobscura or D. persimilis, for eleven generations using females 
whose brothers had both sterile needle-eye eusperm and parasperm, needle-eye eusperm 
but wild-type (WT) parasperm, or WT eusperm but needle-eye parasperm. Each 
generation, males were scored for sperm phenotype, while their hybrid sisters were 
collected and used in each subsequent BC (Figure 4). By selecting for these sperm traits 
and BCing repeatedly into one parental genome, the genetic background of the species 
not used in the BC would diminish except for loci linked to sterility and sperm 
phenotype. Each generation, DNA was pooled from related hybrid males with the same 
sperm phenotype. To identify the genetic basis of the sterility phenotype and sperm 
heteromorphism, I used whole genome next-generation sequencing. Data analysis of the 
sequences was performed by Dr. Katharine Korunes from Duke University, who 




of sterile vs. fertile genotypes resulted in many SNPs that could be pursued for candidate 




Chapter 2  
2 Methods 
2.1 Drosophila strains and stock maintenance 
Drosophila pseudoobscura AFC 57 (pse57) and AFC 60 (pse60) and Drosophila 
 persimilis MSH (per) were provided by the Dr. M. Noor Lab (Duke University). Both 
species lines were previously sequenced (McGaugh and Noor, 2012). All flies were kept 
on standard cornmeal molasses media (Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center Recipe) in 
30 mL polystyrene vials plugged with cotton. These stocks were maintained at room 
temperature 21-22C with a 14:10 hour light:dark cycle. 
2.2 Introgression crosses  
For all crosses, the parents were removed from the vial after approximately two weeks, 
which is when larvae were readily visible. Offspring eclosed three to four weeks after the 
initial mating of the parents. Single pairs of virgin per males were crossed with pse60 
females to produce F1 hybrids. The initial cross for per was one per male and one pse 
female. The initial cross for pse was two separate crosses of one pse male and one per 
female. Female virgin F1 hybrids were aged 5-7 days and paired with either pse60 
(backcross pse) or per (backcross per) males, aged 5-7 days and allowed to mate and lay 
eggs until larvae were present. Once backcross larvae were present (approximately two 
weeks), the parents were removed from the vial. Male hybrid backcross offspring 
(backcross 1: BC1) from this cross were scored for sperm phenotype (see below). Virgin 
female BC1 hybrids, sisters to these males, were again mated in single pairs with males 




backcross until BC10 or BC11, leaving approximately 0.02% of the maternal species 
genetic background behind. 
 
Figure 4 BC diagram illustrating how the loci of interest introgresses with each 
generation. Long bars represent X chromosomes and short bars represent Y 
chromosomes. BC females are chosen based on brother’s sperm sterility phenotype. Loci 
associated with the selected trait remain in the next BC. Loci not associated with the 
phenotype may be lost through recombination with each generation. By BC11, remaining 
loci from the original female parental background should be potentially associated with 
the selected trait, having only one sperm type present. One case is shown but 
recombination locations differ over the population. Approximately 100 females were 
used for crosses each generation. Black represents the paternal species DNA and residual 
F1 male DNA; gray represents maternal species DNA. Green arrows show the 




2.3 Hybrid male testes dissections and imaging 
Within 36 hours of eclosion, virgin hybrid males were anesthetized by CO2 and 
decapitated. Testes were removed from the male hybrids in testes buffer (185 mM KCl, 
47 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl) using ultra fine dissecting tweezers on a glass dissecting 
plate. Testes were moved to siliconized cover slips where each testes pair was placed in 
their own 30 l drop of testes buffer. Nicks were made in each testis using the ultra fine 
dissecting tweezers to release sperm. Twenty microliters of testes buffer were drawn of 
with a pipette, taking care not to remove the sperm mass, and 20 l of 0.5 l/ml of 4’,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) nuclear stain was added. Samples were left for two 
minutes to allow sperm to be stained by DAPI, and then samples were washed three times 
with testes buffer. Sperm samples were examined and imaged using an Upright Zeiss 
AxioImager Z1 Compound Fluorescent Microscope with the fluorescent Zeiss MRc5 
camera. 
Hybrid male sperm samples were scored for the presence of eusperm, parasperm, 
needle-eye (NE) eusperm, or NE parasperm. Parasperm and eusperm are easily 
distinguishable from each other by sperm head size (Alpern et al. 2019), and wildtype 






2.4 DNA isolation and sequencing 
DNA was isolated from the carcasses of dissected frozen hybrid males, whose sperm 
phenotypes (NE, WT, parasperm or eusperm) were examined, using a modified 
Phenol/Chloroform method (Sambrook et al. 1989). 500 l of squishing buffer (100 μl 
Tris HCL pH 8.0, 20 μl EDTA, 50 μl 5M NaCl, sterile H20) was mixed with 8.7 l of 
proteinase K (20mg/ml solution). The squishing buffer/proteinase K mix was added to 
one tube of pooled flies with the number of males listed in Table 1, with the final/last 
generation used for that sample. A motorized pestle was used to homogenize and squish 
the flies. Each sample was incubated for 30 minutes at 37C. Five-hundred microliters of 
Invitrogen Ultra-Pure phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1, v/v) was added each 
sample and inverted to mix. Samples were centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 12 minutes. 
Approximately 390 l of the top layer was drawn off and added to a tube containing 1 ml 
of ice-cold 95% ethanol and 20 l of 3M sodium acetate. Samples were then placed at -
20C for one hour and then centrifuged for 20 minutes at 10000 rpm. After decanting the 
liquid from the tubes, 250 l of 70% ethanol was added and centrifuged for three minutes 
at 10000 rpm. The ethanol was then carefully removed with a pipettor as to not disturb 
the DNA pellet and allowed to dry. The DNA pellet was resuspended in 100l of elution 
buffer (10 mM Tris·Cl; 0.5 mM EDTA; pH 9.0). 
Fifty microliters of each DNA sample were sent for Illumina’s NovaSeq 6000 S4 
PE150 whole genome sequencing at Genome Quebec Innovation Centre with paired-end 
reads. The adapter 1 sequence was 
AGATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCAC, and the adapter 2 sequence 




with an average sequencing depth of 70 million reads and 30x coverage were received for 

















1 10 6 Pse  10 WT WT; NE 
1 11 11 Pse  10 WT; NE WT; NE 
2 12 6 Pse  10 WT WT; NE 
2 13 23 Pse  10 WT; NE WT; NE 
3 17 9 Pse  9 WT WT; NE 
4 18 6 Pse 10 WT WT; NE 
4 19 19 Pse 10 WT; NE WT; NE 
5 C2_724 11 Pse 11 WT; NE WT; NE 
5 F1_719 4 Pse 11 WT WT; NE 
6 20 5 Pse 11 WT WT; NE 
6 D1_719 12 Pse 11 WT; NE WT; NE 
7 A1_719 14 Pse 11 WT; NE WT; NE 
7 B1_719 5 Pse 11 WT WT; NE 
8 28 5 Per  10 WT WT; NE 
8 29 8 Per 10 WT; NE WT; NE 
9 30 11 Per 11 WT WT; NE 
9 31 11 Per 11 WT; NE WT; NE 
9 35 6 Per 9 NE WT; NE 
10 34 11 Per 9 WT; NE WT; NE 
11 25 11 Per 11 WT WT; NE 
1 Comparison group have the same parental lineage through the backcross generations. 
Each comparison group (1-11) is represented by a number. Samples with the same 
number are in the same comparison group.  
2 Sample name indicates the label used by the genome sequencing facility for that DNA 
sample.  
3 # male flies indicate how many flies were pooled into one sample.  
4 BC parent indicates the paternal line the sample came from. Males pooled in a sample 




5 Final BC indicates the last BC the sample came from, for example, sample 10 consists 
of 6 males with pse as the paternal background, and the samples came from BC10 or 
earlier. BC lineage indicates the lineage all males from the sample came from.  
6 Eusperm and parasperm phenotypes were scored as either wild-type (WT), needle-eye 
(NE), or both (WT; NE).  
2.5 Whole genome sequence analysis 
Raw genomic sequence was sent to Dr. Katharine Korunes for whole genome sequence 
assembly. Assembly was conducted using the known sequences for D. pseudoobscura 
and D. persimilis and aligning the FastQC sequences from the backcross samples in the 
Burrows Wheeler Aligner (BWA) software (Li and Durbin, 2010). Once the whole 
genome sequences were assembled for the hybrid DNA samples (Table 1), Dr. Korunes 
identified single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) in these hybrid sequences when 
compared to the parental species sequences through the use of the SNP calling software 
Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) and then highlighting SNPs specific to one species 
found in the hybrid sequences (McKenna et al. 2010). Loci that were found in hybrids 
with a specific phenotype (NE or no NE), but not in other hybrids with a different 
phenotype were investigated to assess whether that locus was introgressed. For example, 
if a SNP was found in samples where the male had NE parasperm and that SNP was not 
found in samples lacking that sperm phenotype, that SNP would be considered 
biologically relevant. Two types of comparison where performed: SNPs were compared 
between hybrids with different sperm phenotypes, and between each hybrid and parent 
species sequences obtained from the Noor lab at Duke University. Dr. Korunes ran a 




if there were patterns in the SNP data, in order to potentially identify cluster of SNPs on 
specific chromosomes. Specifically, the PCA was used to see if there was variance in the 
data between the two genetic backgrounds (pse paternal or per paternal lineage) and if 




Chapter 3  
3 Results 
The goal of this study was to find candidate loci involved in male hybrid sterility for D. 
pseudoobscura and D. persimilis crosses and to find candidate loci involved in sperm 
hetermorphism in these two species. The approach was selecting for specific sperm 
phenotypes [eusperm, parasperm, needle-eye (NE) eusperm, NE parasperm] observed in 
hybrid males, and repeatedly backcrossing the sisters of the hybrid males with each of the 
two parental species in order to isolate SNPs associated with the various sperm types 
from the maternal genetic background. The hybrid male offspring from late backcross 
generations (BC 9, 10 and 11) of both cross directions were used for whole genome 
sequencing.  
3.1 Sperm Phenotypes  
Hybrid male sperm phenotypes were examined through dissection and fluorescent 
microscopy for each BC generation. The details of how many males from each generation 
possessed the different sperm type combinations is summarized in Table 2 and further 
discussed below. 
3.1.1 First generation males 
The first males analyzed for sperm morphology were from the F1 generation of hybrids. 
These males were all sterile and presented only with the NE sperm. All males in this 
generation had the same phenotype, unlike what occurs in subsequent BC generations. 
The NE sperm in these hybrid males was qualitatively assessed as uniform in size. 




approximately intermediate length between the parasperm and eusperm as previously 
reported (Kanippayoor et al. 2020). There were no wild-type sperm present in the testes 
of these males. 
3.1.2 Subsequent BC generations 
Starting at backcross 1, male hybrids showed both wild type sperm and NE sperm in their 
testes at the same time. There was also a reappearance of heteromorphism in the sperm, 
with pboth parasperm and eusperm showing wild-type and NE morphologies (Figure 5, 
Figure 6). There was a distinct separation of the NE phenotype into the shorter parasperm 
and longer eusperm morph (~8m and ~22m head lengths), with no morphs of 
intermediate head length between these two. Individual hybrid males differed by which 
sperm morph combinations were present in their testes, and presented with different 
combinations of wild-type eusperm, wild-type parasperm, NE eusperm, and/or NE 
parasperm (Table 2).  
3.1.3 Backcross 10 and 11 individuals 
It was expected that by BC10, the loci controlling sperm heteromorphism and sterility 
would be isolated from the maternal genome and the phenotypes caused by these loci 
would be presented singly in male hybrids, where one male would only present with one 
sperm type, like only WT eusperm. This prediction was made based on the previous work 
done by Kanippayoor (2017). 
In these two generations, male hybrids still presented with both wild-type and NE 
sperm types of both parasperm and eusperm within their testes (Table 2). For the 




of sperm present. The same is not true for BC10per and BC11per. The proportion of 
individuals from these two BC generations who present all four sperm types is similar to 
the proportion of individuals lacking in NE eusperm.  
 
 
Figure 5 Wild type sperm present in hybrid male. (a) Wild type eusperm head in BC4 
male hybrid with D. persimilis father. (b) Wild-type parasperm head in BC4 male hybrid 
with D. persimilis father. DAPI stained sperm 100x objective magnification using a 
fluorescent microscope. White arrows point to the heads of the sperm, which is long and 
thin. Note the distinct difference in size of the heads between the two sperm types. Scale 






Figure 6 Male hybrids present with two types of NE sperm. (a) Parasperm needle-eye 
(NE) sperm heads are present on the left while eusperm NE is present on the right from 
BC9 hybrid male with D. pseudoobscura as the father. (b) Eusperm NE sperm heads 
from same male as (a). (c) Eusperm NE sperm heads from a BC11 hybrid male with D. 
persimilis paternal parent. The sperm were stained with DAPI and imaged with a 
fluorescent microscope with an objective magnification of 63x. White arrows point to NE 








Table 2 Number of hybrid males with each sperm phenotype in each BC generation for 
BCpse. Sperm phenotypes are represented by symbols. Green is eusperm (eu) and orange 
is parasperm (para). The straight images are WT sperm and the line with a hole represents 
NE sperm. Sperm phenotype was separated based on the presence of the NE phenotype 
and size of the sperm. The categories observed were: all sperm phenotypes, WT eu and 
WT para and NE para, WT eu and WT para and NE eu, WT para and NE eu and NE para, 
WT eu and NE eu and NE para, only WT sperm, only NE sperm, only NE para and WT 
para, only NE para and WT eu, only NE eu and WT para, only NE para. The following 
categories were not observed: only eu, only para, only NE eu, only NE eu and WT eu. 


















































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3 Number of hybrid males with each sperm phenotype in each BC generation for 
BCper. Sperm phenotypes are represented by symbols. Green is eusperm (eu) and orange 
is parasperm (para). The straight images are wild type sperm and the line with a hole 
represents needle-eye sperm. “All” represents individuals who presented with all four 
sperm phenotypes. The categories observed were: all sperm phenotypes, WT eu and WT 
para and NE para, WT eu and WT para and NE eu, WT para and NE eu and NE para, WT 
eu and NE eu and NE para, only WT sperm, only NE sperm, only NE para and WT para, 
only NE eu and WT para. We did not observe the following categories: only eu, only 
para, only NE eu, only NE para and WT eu, only NE eu and WT eu, only NE para. NE: 



















































































































































































































































































3.2 SNP analysis 
3.2.1 Genome sequencing 
The raw sequences from the whole genome sequences had a quality score of 33, which 
was a sufficient score for this analysis. The coverage for the sequences was 30x. Read 
depth was an average of 70 million reads for each sample. See Appendix A for further 
detail. Sequences for the parent species were obtained from the Noor lab (Machado et al. 
2007; Noor et al. 2001) and are also available on http://pseudobase.biology.duke.edu/. 
3.2.2 SNP analysis 
SNPs were called using GATK. The number of SNPs differed between chromosomes that 
were assessed for all hybrid samples: the left (chrXL) and right (chrXR) arms of the X 
chromosome, and the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th chromosomes (Table 4). The 5th or “dot” 
chromosome was not included due to the highly condensed nature of that chromosome 
having low levels of crossover and is previously reported to have little divergence 




Table 4 Number of single nucleotide polymorphisms from each chromosome after 
variant calling from all samples. 
 chrXL chrXR chr2 chr3 chr4 
# of SNPs 571,664 743,422 932,822 410,485 895,034 
 
3.2.3 SNPs and QTLs 
Previous work identified inversions on the XL, XR, and 2nd chromosome are candidate 
regions for divergence between D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis due to the strongly 
reduced gene flow in these areas (Machado et al. 2007; Noor et al. 2001). There are 
SNPs from the current study found in these regions (Table 5). The inversion with the 
largest number of SNPs inside the inversion was the 2nd chromosome inversion. The 
percentages of SNPs within the inversions were calculated using the total number of 
SNPs reported for each chromosome in Table 4. 
Table 5 SNPs found within inverted regions of the XL, XR, and 2nd chromosome. Each 
chromosome listed has one inversion region.  
Inversion Chromosome XL XR 2 
# SNPs in the inversion 2,175 28,626 262,819 
% of chromosome 
inversion covers 
41.67% 48.27% 25.80% 
% of total SNPs on that 
chromosome 





3.2.4 Linking SNPs to phenotype 
Principle component analysis (PCA) is used to visualize variation in a data set (Wold et 
al. 1987; Lever et al. 2017). In this case, the PCA was used to observe variation in all 
SNPs between sequenced samples and give a broad visualization of the behavior of the 
SNP data in reference to phenotype (sperm morphology) and species (pse or per). 
Samples were grouped based on relatedness and phenotype. PC1 shows the greatest 
variance in data with each PC after that explaining less and less variability (Wold et al. 
1987; Lever et al. 2017). The points plotted on the PCA represent samples. If the samples 
from different groups are mixed, it means the samples across all groups are similar to 
each other. For the present samples, if the samples from the two different species were 
mixed, it means the SNPs associated with those samples’ phenotypes are similar. 
The PCA shows clustering for all five chromosomes for samples from the D. 
persimilis paternal lineage, but less so for the D. pseudoobscura genetic background 
(Figure 7). This is also true when the data from the four autosomes were pooled and 
compared to the X chromosome (Figure 8). The same pattern emerges where D. 
persimilis background samples have few differences from each other but are separate 
from samples with D. pseudoobscura as the genetic background. Although samples are 
separated by paternal species, as expected, they are not separated by phenotype (sterile or 
fertile). The PCA therefore shows that the variants called from the samples are species 












Figure 9 Principle component analysis of SNPs for males with either WT or NE 
sperm from D. pseudoobscura paternal lineage or D. persimilis paternal lineage for 
autosomes vs the X chromosome. Each dot represents a sample from the whole genome 
sequencing. PC1 is on the X axis and is plotted against PC2 on the Y axis.  
 
Figure 8 Principle component analysis of SNPs for males with either WT or NE 
sperm from D. pseudoobscura paternal lineage or D. persimilis paternal lineage for 
each chromosome. Each dot represents a sample from sequencing. PC1 (X axis) for each 
chromosome is plotted against PC2 (Y axis) in the left column of graphs. PC3 (X axis) for 





Chapter 4  
4 Discussion 
Through the use of backcrossing with phenotypic selection, I examined the heritability of 
different sperm phenotypes in interspecies hybrids. I expected that loci controlling these 
different phenotypes (eusperm, parasperm, NE eusperm, and NE parasperm) would 
separate such that one hybrid male would only present one sperm phenotype based on 
which loci were introgressed into that male’s genetic background. This prediction was 
made with the assumption that few loci control these sperm phenotypes and that these 
phenotypes would separate over backcross generations as they did in a study on hybrids 
formed from a different species pair of Drosophila (Kanippayoor 2017). The phenotypes 
in hybrids of my species pair, however, did not isolate as expected. Most hybrid 
individuals presented with multiple sperm types or all four sperm types. 
4.1 Phenotypic separation 
The incomplete separation of sperm type was consistent through each generation of 
backcross. The majority of samples had more than one morphology of each sperm type, 
unlike what was found by Kanippayoor (2017). There was a difference in proportion of 
individuals with all sperm types between the two BC lineages, with BCpse having larger 
proportions of males with all sperm types, whereas BCper males had similar proportions 
between having all sperm phenotypes or missing NE eusperm. 
4.1.1 Persistent Sperm Phenotypes 
Previous work on the needle-eye phenotype in the Moehring lab focused on two 




D. persimilis. Hybrid individuals from this study showed a 50/50 separation, where half 
of the males presented with the needle-eye phenotype, and the other had WT sperm. No 
clear and consistent separation of phenotype occurred during my examination of hybrids 
between D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis (Table 3, Table 4). Multiple combinations 
of sperm phenotypes were seen in hybrid males offspring produced from the same hybrid 
female parent. Very few individuals presented only WT sperm. The high prevalence of 
the sterile NE sperm could be the result of multiple loci with SNP differences between 
the two species that results in the improper separation of spermatids during 
spermatogenesis. When observing NE sperm from dissected testes, they were often still 
joined in the sperm bundles that form during spermatogenesis; the sperm failed to 
complete the last step of individualization. In these bundles, the phenotype of the sperm 
was all one sperm type, as seen in Figure 6c for NE eusperm. The failure to separate into 
individual sperm could be the result of an error during meiosis II. Evidence from 
previous work on hybrids formed in another species pair (Kanippayoor 2017: 
Kanippayoor et al. 2020) supports the NE phenotype being the result of two sperm failing 
to separate, giving half the amount of total sperm. It is possible that eusperm could be 
vulnerable to spermatogenic errors caused by pertubations in genetic pathways, resulting 
in the production of NE eusperm. It is also possible that the loci controlling sperm 
heteromorphism are linked, and therefore not easily separated during introgression. 
4.2 Loci analysis 
4.2.1 Multiple loci 
The lack of separation of sperm type within male testes may indicate multiple loci 




higher probability of separating through recombination over multiple generations. If there 
are many loci that are potentially each, or in small groups, sufficient to induce the NE 
phenotype, the likelihood of separating a consistent single locus contributing to the 
phenotype is low. Having multiple loci controlling these sperm morphs makes it more 
difficult to separate these sperm types into single phenotypes, even with reducing 
heterozygosity to ~0.02% through 11 generations of backcrossing.  
Even though the two species differ by 2 inversions on chromosome X, and those 
inversions have been linked to the divergence of the two species (Noor et al. 2007), very 
few SNPs on the X were located within those inversions compared to outside of the 
inversions. Indeed, over 95% of the SNPs on the X chromosome that were associated 
with sterility were found outside of the inversions. In contrast, approximately the same 
number of SNPs were found inside the inversion on the 2nd chromosome as expected 
based on the inversion’s size. Regions on the X chromosome outside of the inversions 
can therefore be given greater focus to see if they are linked to hybrid male sterility in D. 
pseudoobscura and D. persimilis. 
4.2.2 Results from PCA analysis 
Variability between two data points or samples in a PCA is indicated by distance between 
data points. The closer two samples are to each other on a PCA, the less variance there is 
between the data of those two samples. The further away two points are, the greater the 
variance (Jolliffe and Cadima 2016).  
I used whole genome sequencing and sequence comparison to identify SNPS in 




little variance in genotype in terms of what SNPs were found for heteromorphism and 
needle-eye (Figure 7, Figure 8). This could mean the slight differences in SNPs in these 
BCper males are those controlling the difference in sperm morphology. Samples from 
this paternal line have similar SNP calls. The samples do not show variance in phenotype 
in the PCA. Samples from the D. persimilis paternal line do not separate based on 
phenotype in the PCA, therefore, no conclusions can be drawn from the PCA concerning 
sterility vs fertility associated SNPs or for eusperm vs. parasperm associated SNPs.   
The same cannot be said for samples from the D. pseudoobscura background. 
Across all the chromosomes, samples with D. pseudoobscura as the background differ 
from each other in terms of SNPs associated with either NE or WT sperm (Figure 7, 
Figure 8). Because these samples also did not separate by phenotype, this means that 
samples from this paternal line were less genotypically similar to each other compared to 
the D. persimilis paternal line.  
4.2.3 Future analyses 
More detailed analyses of the sequence data are needed to identify candidate genes linked 
to the SNPs found from the hybrid DNA sequences. Based on the results of this study, the 
next steps would be to group SNPs based on parental background and phenotype and 
annotate the SNPs. The comparison SNPs that are different between phenotypes within 
one background, and then differences between species would allow isolation of candidate 
regions for sterility based on the location of SNPs that are specific to sterile hybrid male 




In order to assess which parts of the genome are involved in hybrid sterility, the 
SNPs that are only found in the samples that had the NE phenotype need to be identified. 
To narrow down the initial search, the SNPs that are within the same regions where there 
were no shared polymorphisms between D. persimilis and D. pseudoobscura (Machado 
et al. 2007) should be focused on. SNPs can then be assessed for whether they are in 
coding or non-coding regions. Genes for male hybrid sterility are likely those involved in 
spermatogenesis and testicular development due to the association of male sterility and 
the NE sperm phenotype with reduced testes size (Kanippayoor 2017; Kanippayoor et al. 
2020). Due to sperm production still occurring in sterile males, the gene(s) implicated 
would likely be involved in the meiosis stages of spermatogenesis. Further analysis of the 
SNPs within the inverted regions (Table 5) could be done by separating the SNPs within 
those regions based on phenotype and parental origin and assessing their location relative 
to the QTL markers used by Machado et al. (2007). Finally, an analysis of the SNPs 
located within known sterility genes, such as overdrive (Orr and Irving 2001; Orr and 
Irving 2005; Phadnis and Orr 2009; Phadnis 2011), will need to be conducted. 
4.3 Limitations  
4.3.1 Species pair with needle-eye but no heteromorphism 
Another species pair that shows the NE sperm phenotype in hybrid males is Drosophila 
mojavensis and D. arizonae crosses and D. mauritiana and D. simulans crosses 
(Kanippayoor 2017). Both of these species pairs do not present with sperm 
heteromorphism, and only makes a single, fertilizing sperm morph (Kanippayoor 2017). 
Using these species pair to study NE sperm would allow for a focused selection of a 




male hybrids after 10 generations of backcrossing could be done for males with NE 
sperm and males with WT sperm. These SNPs could be compared with those found in 
this study as well as those found by Kanippayoor (2017) for hybrids of D. simulans and 
D. mauritiana. 
4.3.2 Choice of species 
Drosophila persimilis and D. pseudoobscura present with both sperm heteromorphism 
and the NE phenotype in hybrid males. Attempting to isolate a single sperm phenotype 
(example: NE eusperm) was not successful. If sterility was controlled by a single locus 
that affects both eusperm and parasperm, and one were to focus on singling out wild type 
individuals from NE individuals, the process would have resulted in a 50/50 separation, 
where half the males have WT eusperm and parasperm, and the other half have NE 
eusperm and NE parasperm. Due to the lack of hybrid males who were WT, it is unlikely 
that only one locus controls sterility within this species pair.  
There are other species of Drosophila with phenotypic tools that could aid in 
phenotype scoring, such as sperm with GFP-fluorescing heads. Two such species are D. 
simulans and D. mauritiana, both of which have a strain containing GFP-tagged 
protamine B, which is a protein that replaces histones in DNA packing within sperm 
heads (Kanippayoor and Moehring 2012). Backcrossing with these two species using the 
GFP-tagged sperm showed whether the NE phenotype is affected by protamine B 
(Kanippayoor et al. 2020). Hybrid sperm heads in this case increased in length as the 
male aged, whereas pure species male sperm heads do not change in length over time. 




sperm heads. These hybrid males expressed protamines from both parents (Kanippayoor 
et al. 2020). 
4.3.3 Use of CRISPR/Cas9 in Sterility studies 
CRISPR/Cas9 has been used to study sterility in mice through targeted knockout 
of testis specific genes (Lu et al. 2019). After candidate genes have been identified, a 
similar method could be used to study the NE phenotype or sperm heteromorphism in D. 
persimilis and D. pseudoobscura. A study using D. suzukii was able to use CRISPR/Cas9 
to improve on a sterile insect technique for the invasive species by using a tissue specific 
promoter implicated in spermatogenesis (Ahmed et al. 2019). Through the use of 
CRISPR/cas9, candidate genes for sperm sterility and sperm heteromorphism could be 
found through targeted knockout of spermatogenesis genes by using a mixed model of 
the mouse and Drosophila studies. In the case of sperm sterility, the knockout could be 
performed in a parental species instead of a hybrid. Knock outs of the spermatogenesis 
genes would be done until the presence of the NE phenotype occurs. Based on the 
evidence from the current study, this may involve the knockout of multiple 
spermatogenesis genes within one individual. Because the NE phenotype could be cause 
by multiple loci, altering different loci in separate D. pseudoobscura males, and then 
crossing these males to contain different combinations of the D. persimilis allele would 
allow us to see which combination of alleles result in NE phenotype. The same could be 
done for sperm heteromorphism, except the goal would be to eliminate either eusperm or 
parasperm through the knockout or by using CRISPR to edit the spermatogenesis genes 





Genes responsible for hybrid sterility remain elusive for most species. Studying a sterility 
phenotype can encounter challenges, such as the inability to create a stable ‘sterility line’ 
or inability to separate sterility phenotypes. There appear to be many loci controlling NE 
sperm in Drosophila pseudoobscura/D. persimilis hybrids, causing a lack of separation or 
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